Confidea
FLEX

Meet Confidea FLEX.
The most versatile
tabletop conference
device.
Meetings are more dynamic than ever. From the
number of participants, over the meeting rooms, to the
preparation and the management. Things change in an
instant. And hardware and software need to adapt to
enable meetings with focus and efficiency. It is time for
a system that is as flexible as the meeting. A system that
is easy to install, simple to operate, and user-friendly for
participants. It is time for the next generation of wired
discussion. With Confidea FLEX.

Confidea FLEX is a brand-new tabletop conference device with a touch
screen. It comes with flexible hardware
and software options to adapt to the
needs of any meeting. Large or small
conference, chairperson or delegate,
simple discussion, voting or multilingual
conference. Confidea FLEX changes with
you and with the meeting.

Flexibility matters more than ever.
»

Integrators want hardware that is simple
to install and easy to configure, no matter
the size or the venue. They want speed and
options.

»

Chairpersons need clear tools to run
meetings without confusion or interruption.
They want meetings that flow.

»

Delegates want more information and a
better view of the meeting. They want the
right functionality at their fingertips.

Beauty that’s more
than screen deep.
The new Confidea FLEX has been designed to feel
at home everywhere: from a boardroom table over a
city council to a large conference venue. The goal? To
blend modern design with a compact form factor
and stability. And while the touch screen may be the
center of attention, the design of Confidea FLEX goes
much deeper.
Confidea FLEX starts from a durable alloy of zinc and
aluminum to create a stable device that does not
budge at all when you move around the microphone.
It was expertly adjusted to ensure a flawless weight
distribution.
The outside of Confidea FLEX contrasts a large surface
area with tight curves to create a playful tension. And
its low profile takes up very little space. The result is a
device that looks both modern and accessible.
On the inside, every inch of the electronics was
engineered to fit the tight constraints of the device.
The result is the most compact touch screen tabletop device on the market.
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See & Feel the
Difference.
The Confidea FLEX touch screen gives you additional
controls and information. It allows you to see what is
relevant on-screen depending on the context: agenda,
voting, and more.
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Confidea FLEX does not just look different. It feels
different, too. For special interactions such as voting,
the display uses haptic feedback. The screen recreates
the physical touch experience by gently vibrating.
Select a voting option, and the display will respond to
give you an extra layer of confidence in casting a vote.
For visually impaired users, Confidea FLEX offers tactile
guides underneath the microphohone button and
underneath the screen to make the device easier to use
for everyone.
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True flexibility right at
your fingertips.
1

5.2-inch Full-color Touch Screen
Haptic feedback and anti-fingerprint coating

2

3.5 mm Headphone Jack
Left and right side for easy access

3

Badge Reader Slot
Including NFC: insert badge or tap to identify

4

Microphone Button with Hidden LEDs
LED icons light up depending on functionality and
activated license: Microphone, Dual Microphone,
Priority

5

Tactile Guides
Three dots underneath microphone button, individual
dots underneath touch screen and volume buttons

6

Screw-lock Microphone Connector
For use with 30, 40, or 50 cm Confidea D-MIC microphones

7

Bluetooth® Support
For use with Bluetooth® hearing aids

8

Built-in Speaker
Engineered with Televic rich sound processing

9

Dual Status LEDs (Back)
Display active microphone or request-to-speak status

10 Dual Plixus® Ports (Bottom)
RJ 45 conference ports for use on the Plixus® network
11 Screw Openings (Bottom)
Option to fix unit to table
10
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One Confidea FLEX,
multiple faces.
By using a flexible, software-based license system,
Confidea FLEX easily adapts to the meeting or to the
venue. From voting to simultaneous interpretation and
more. Activating or deactivating a license is possible
with just a tap.
»

Light up microphone buttons depending on the
Change the priority of a unit in a snap

»

Easily add or remove the functionality through a

The result is also a system that can grow with the
needs of a room. Effortlessly add licenses, and the
functionality of the device expands, too.
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L-Identification			71.98.1402
Enable badge identification

L-Dual				71.98.1404
Enable two delegates to use a single unit

license

Chairpersons Are in Control

L-Vote				71.98.1401
Enable voting options

L-Language			71.98.1403
Enable channel selection in meetings with
simultaneous interpretation

functionality (delegate or chairperson)
»

Available Licenses

L-Bluetooth®			71.98.1405
Enable Bluetooth® communication

Delegates Are in the Know

»

Start and pause meetings

»

See active agenda item

»

Use next-in-line to select

»

See who is speaking

the next person in a

»

View speech time

Operators Create Flow
»

Add a custom welcome
screen

»

Display the participant

request list

»

See the speaker list

name on screen for fixed

»

Record meetings

»

See the number of people

seating

»

Manage the agenda

»

Manage voting sessions

in request
»

Vote and see results

»

Show a welcome message

Enjoy all the benefits of
the Plixus® network.
Confidea FLEX works seamlessly with the Plixus®
network architecture. Just connect a standard shielded
network cable and Confidea FLEX is ready to go,
powered over the Plixus® network. Devices also work in
loop for maximum reliability.

»
»
»
»
»

Uses standard shielded CAT 5e cables
Closed core, open edge with Dante™
Up to 64 HQ audio channels
Up to 6 Full HD video streams
Loop cabling & hot-swap

»
»
»

Performance: more bandwidth,
better quality and less latency
Security: fully isolated foreign IP
traffic, no 3rd party interference
Reliability: self-healing technology for
mission-critical conference networks
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Benefits

Get unparalleled flexibility and cutting-edge
features. From smaller audio-only rooms to
complex large-scale multimedia projects.
Combine flushmount and tabletop devices.
Or mix wired and wireless units. Provide
chairpersons with even more control over the
meeting using a multimedia device. Plus, get
innovative and user-friendly interpretation. And
tie it all together with versatile video distribution
to give every participant a perfect view of the
meeting. Only on Plixus.
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GET IN TOUCH »

Televic Conference HQ
Leo Bekaertlaan 1
8870 Izegem, België

Televic Conference France
120 Avenue Clément Ader
59118 Wambrechies, France

+32 51 30 30 45
conference@televic.com
www.televic-conference.com

+33 3 74 09 52 76
conference-france@televic.com
www.televic-conference.fr

Televic Conference Asia
Room 703, 78, Jiangchang No.3 Rd
Zhabei Qu Shanghai Shi, 200436
China

Televic Conference U.S.
4620 Northgate Boulevard
Suite 120, Sacramento, CA 95834
United States

+86 21 61 48 01 23
conference@televic.com

+1 916 920 0900
conference-us@televic.com

